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ABSTRACT: Cu-CHA combines high activity for the selective
catalytic reduction (SCR) reaction with better hydrothermal
stability and selectivity compared to other copper-substituted
zeolites. At the same time Cu-CHA oﬀers an opportunity for
unraveling the coordination environment of the copper centers
since the zeolite framework is very simple with only one
crystallographically independent tetrahedral site (T-site). In this
study the results of an X-band electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) investigation of ion-exchanged Cu-CHA zeolite with a
Si/Al ratio of 14 ± 1 is presented. Diﬀerent dehydration
treatments and rehydration experiments are performed in situ
while monitoring with EPR. The results are compared with
recent literature evidence from temperature-programmed
reduction, X-ray methods, IR spectroscopic methods, and UV−visible spectroscopy. On the basis of these ﬁndings quantitative
information is obtained for the diﬀerent copper positions in dehydrated Cu-CHA. The well-deﬁned copper sites in the six-
membered ring of the CHA structure are found to be EPR active, to give two distinct sets of signals in an approximate 1:1 ratio,
and to add up to 19 ± 2% of the total copper in the material. The long-standing question of the EPR silent monomeric Cu2+ in
copper-substituted zeolites is suggested to be copper species with an approximate trigonal coordination sphere appearing during
the dehydration. After complete dehydration at 250 °C the majority of the EPR silent Cu2+ is suggested to exist as Cu2+−OH−
coordinated to two framework oxygen atoms located in the microenvironment of an isolated Al T-site.
■ INTRODUCTION
Copper-exchanged zeolites have been characterized by a
multitude of spectroscopic methods over the years. The initial
fundamental investigations were followed by intense activity in
the 1990s when copper zeolites were investigated as catalysts
for the direct decomposition of NO into O2 and N2 and other
deNOx reactions.1 More recently Cu-MFI has attracted
attention due to its activity in the partial oxidation of methane
to methanol.2,3 In the abatement of environmentally harmful
nitrogen oxides, catalysts based on Cu-CHA have recently
attracted extensive interest for the development of catalysts not
based on vanadia for the selective catalytic reduction of
nitrogen oxide using ammonia (NH3-SCR) for mobile
applications. Cu-SSZ-13 and Cu-SAPO-34, both with the
CHA framework topology, are highly active as catalysts and
have proven to be superior with respect to activity combined
with hydrothermal stability of the zeolite material.4−7 The
recent commercialization of Cu-CHA for diesel engine exhaust
treatment has sparked a high activity in this research ﬁeld, but
the identity and activity of the copper species and a rigorous
mapping of the complexes present in the catalytic cycle have
not yet been obtained. Recent progress includes several in situ
studies.8−10
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) has been used for
the characterization of copper-exchanged zeolites since the
1970s. Single-crystal studies by EPR of natural chabazites
substituted with Cu2+ were investigated by Lunsford in 1973.11
A number of fundamental investigations by Larry Kevan in the
1980s12 included diﬀerent zeolite systems and other cations in
the zeolites. The early investigations primarily focused on very
low exchange ratios (<0.5%) in order to obtain well-resolved
EPR spectra, but higher exchange ratios were also investigated
for potential catalytic applications.13 Copper in oxidation state
+2 has one unpaired electron, and as for other Kramer’s
doublets it is usually possible to obtain an EPR spectrum using
X-band EPR. By double integration of the EPR signal it is
furthermore possible to quantify the EPR active copper.
Information about the coordination environment can be
extracted from the g-values and the hyperﬁne coupling
constants for the interaction between the unpaired electron
and the copper nucleus. Comprehensive literature of EPR
investigations of small-molecule model systems and metal-
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loproteins is available for comparison of parameter values.14,15
At higher concentrations the paramagnetic centers interact
giving rise to line broadening, and the resolution of the EPR
spectrum decreases. If the copper centers are only connected by
one atom, as in μ-oxo dimers, the two copper centers can
interact antiferromagnetically or ferromagnetically depending
on the bridging angle.16
During dehydration of certain copper zeolites most of the
EPR signal disappears. This is the case for copper-exchanged
zeolites with relatively high Si/Al ratios (e.g., >10) and high
exchange ratios (close to Cu/Al = 0.5).13,17,18 LoJacono et al.
observed 55% of the signal disappearing from Cu-MFI by
vacuum treatment at room temperature.19 By heating, the eﬀect
starts below 100 °C and takes place when the dehydration is
performed under vacuum, under static conditions or in a dry
gas ﬂow. For these materials typically about 50−80% of the
signal is lost already at 200 °C. Several eﬀects will result in the
absence of the typical S = 1/2 EPR signal for copper. The
suggestions may be summarized as
•Reduction: Copper in oxidation state +1 is diamagnetic, so
any reduction of the copper center will result in the signal
disappearing. Auto reduction of the copper centers has been
shown by IR investigations to be relevant for copper-exchanged
zeolites when heating in an inert atmosphere or under
vacuum.20
•Antiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic interactions: In the case of
close proximity of copper centers or an atom bridging the two
copper centers, such as a μ-oxo or a μ-hydroxo dimer, the two
unpaired electrons will commonly couple antiferromagnetically.
This gives a diamagnetic singlet ground state and a higher lying
triplet state. In materials with single oxide bridges the
interaction is normally very strong (several hundred wave-
numbers), and only the ground state singlet is occupied at
ambient temperatures resulting in the dimeric or polymeric
species being EPR silent. Similarly, if a paramagnetic copper
center is coordinated directly to another paramagnetic center,
such as an OH or NO radical, antiferromagnetic coupling
between the two paramagnetic centers can cause the EPR signal
to disappear. Less commonly, copper dimers with acute Cu−
X−Cu angles can have ferromagnetic interactions (X is a
bridging atom).21 The resulting S = 1 ground state has a
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent EPR spectrum.22
•Pseudo Jahn−Teller ef fect (PJTE): When Cu2+ is forced into
a coordination sphere which has a near-degenerate ground state
the electronic degeneracy and a vibronic degeneracy (a vibronic
double-well) can result in an E⊗e problem.23 The coupling
between the EPR transition and the vibration can broaden the
electronic transitions in the EPR spectrum to such an extent
that the signals corresponding to these monomeric Cu2+ species
are diﬃcult to observe even at low temperatures. The spin−
lattice relaxation due to the very close lying excited state can
become so fast at higher temperatures that it causes the signal
to be completely absent.24
When Cu-CHA is heated in an oxygen-containing atmos-
phere, it is observed by IR using CO as a probe that only a
negligible portion of the copper is reduced.20,8 Therefore, the
ﬁrst point cannot be the sole explanation. A speciﬁc μ-oxo
dimer is identiﬁed in Cu-MFI constituting only a minor amount
of the copper in a sample with Si/Al = 12 and Cu/Al = 0.1−0.6
after activation in oxygen at >500 °C.3 Cu2+ dimers are likely to
be present at other activation temperatures and for other
zeolites as well and to be related to the local aluminum
distribution. If copper oxide phases or nanoparticles are
generated during the dehydration or calcination, they will
also be EPR silent. This is thought to be relevant for a varying
percentage of the copper present after dehydration for all Cu
zeolitesalso for Cu-CHA, vide infra. It is very unlikely,
however, to be the reason for 50% of the EPR signal of copper
to disappear after room temperature vacuum treatment or
dehydration temperatures below 100 °C. It is also not
reasonable to suggest that non-Cu radicals such as OH or
O2
−17 are formed in large amounts under such mild conditions.
Indeed XANES data following the dehydration show that below
200° all copper is in oxidation state +2 with progressively lower
coordination numbers depending on the dehydration temper-
ature.8,9 Therefore, we also discard the non-Cu radicals to be
the main reason for the loss of EPR signal at low temperatures.
In conclusion the ﬁrst two explanations are discarded for a
large percentage of the Cu species in Cu-CHA dehydrated in an
oxygen-containing gas at low temperatures, and we suggest that
the third option is relevant for the Cu-CHA material and
indeed for all overexchanged Cu zeolites. Conesa et al.,13
LoJacono et al.,19 Kucherov et al.,25 Palomino et al.,18 and Soria
et al.26 discuss that copper(II) in low-symmetry or trigonal-type
sites could appear by dehydration and that it would be EPR
silent. Conesa et al.13 and Soria et al.26 refer to work by
Kazanskii et al.27,28 and invoke the near-degeneracy of the
electronic states as a reason for the EPR signal to be broadened
beyond detection. The eﬀect referred to is indeed the pseudo
Jahn−Teller eﬀect (PJTE)23 and is distinguished from the more
well-known proper Jahn−Teller eﬀect by being active for
systems not having high symmetry and a true degenerate
ground state. A near-degenerate ground state is suﬃcient to
inﬂuence the spectroscopic properties such as the observable
EPR spectrum. In this work the EPR spectra of Cu-CHA are
monitored under gentle dehydration in diﬀerent gas streams,
and an in situ method for exposing the dehydrated materials to
traces of water is presented. On the basis of these experiments
diﬀerent Cu phases can be distinguished based on their EPR
spectra and their response to traces of water. The phases can be
quantiﬁed reproducibly with an uncertainty of a few percent
relative to the total copper content. The results are compared
to IR, UV−vis, and XRD data obtained on the same batch of
Cu-CHA material after dehydration in a He/O2 atmosphere,
and suggestions to the identity of all of the diﬀerent Cu phases
are presented.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Cu-CHA (Cu-SSZ-13), Cu-MFI (Cu-ZSM-5), and Cu-*BEA
(Cu-Beta) were synthesized as described in ref 20, and the
samples used in the present work are from the same batches as
reported there. The Si/Al ratios are 14 ± 1 for Cu-CHA (Cu-
SSZ-13), 11 ± 1 for Cu-MFI, and 13 ± 1 for Cu-*BEA. The
samples were carefully calcined and rehydrated for several days
at ambient conditions before the experiments. EPR signals
assignable to carbon residues from template or organic
counterions were not observed in the samples indicating that
the calcinations were suﬃcient to remove them completely.25,29
Ex Situ. An amount of 10−20 mg of Cu zeolite sample was
dehydrated in a dry (P2O5 dried) ﬂow of oxygen in helium
(50%) in a low-pressure-vacuum (LPV) quartz EPR tube by
leading the gas (10 mL/min) through a loose capillary insert.
The temperature was ramped to the dehydration temperature
at 5−7 K/min and kept at the indicated temperature for 1.5−2
h. Then the capillary insert was lifted above the sample, and the
gas ﬂow was increased while the temperature was quickly
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article
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decreased to RT. The ﬂow was changed to pure He for
approximately 2 min at RT to remove paramagnetic O2 from
the atmosphere in the tube. The capillary was removed while
ﬂowing, and the LPV tube was closed. The samples used in this
work were never subjected to vacuum.
EPR spectra were collected with a continuous wave X-band
Bruker EMX EPR spectrometer with the ER 4102ST cavity
with a gunn diode microwave source in the ﬁeld interval 220−
400 mT. Ex situ spectra were collected with microwave power
6.3 mW, modulation frequency 100 kHz, modulation amplitude
8 G, frequency 9.3−9.7 GHz, and 4096 points and averaged
over 10 sweeps. Tube and tube position in the cavity were kept
constant. A background spectrum of the empty tube was
collected before each experiment. All spectra shown have been
corrected by subtracting the background spectrum from the
experimental spectrum in each point. No other data correction
was made. The background corrected spectra were integrated
twice using the in-built facility in Origin 9.0 to compare the
relative intensity. The spectra were simulated using the
program WEPR95 by F. Neese30 as a randomly oriented
powder. Hyperﬁne coupling to 63/65Cu was treated as a
perturbation, and the diﬀerence between the two isotopes was
not resolved and therefore not taken into account. The line
shape was Lorentzian for all simulated spectra. Quantiﬁcation
experiments of the hydrated catalyst (not shown) were
performed relative to known copper(II) sulfate solid solutions
in potassium sulfate.
In Situ. Cu-CHA was pressed to a pellet at 1 bar and sieved
to 150−300 μm. An amount of 15−25 mg of sample was
immobilized between two quartz wool plugs in a quartz tube
with an inner diameter of 4 mm. Two independent gas
manifolds with Bronkhorst mass ﬂow controllers were ﬁtted
with stainless steel tubing to a four-way valve just outside the
magnet of the EPR spectrometer. Switching between the two
gas streams took eﬀect at the site of the sample within seconds
of turning the valve. The setup was tested for pressure drop
each time. The reactant gas ﬂow was kept at 100 mL/min. The
gases were passed through a moisture trap (Supelco 5A
Moisture Trap, 200 Cc with Swagelock Fittings) before
entering the reactor during dehydration. The sample was
heated using preheated atmospheric air with a Bruker EMX VT
unit. The EPR spectra were measured continuously during the
experiment with fast sweeps between 220 and 400 mT,
microwave power 6.3 mW, modulation frequency 100 kHz,
modulation amplitude 8 G, frequency 9.3−9.7 GHz, and 1024
points. Each spectrum took about 10 s to measure, and the ﬁeld
was swept to the start value for an additional 5 s giving a time
resolution in the measurement of about 15 s.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Ex Situ Dehydration. Representative spectra of Cu-CHA
in the fully hydrated state and dehydrated at 400 °C are shown
in Figure 1. All EPR spectra in Figure 1 were obtained at room
temperature (RT). The total Cu content can be estimated by
comparing these spectra with EPR calibration spectra obtained
on samples containing varying amounts of CuSO4 diluted in
K2SO4, and good agreement is found with the concentration
obtained from inductively coupled plasma optical emission
spectroscopy (ICP-OES). This observation is also reported in
the literature for EPR investigations of hydrated Cu-
zeolites.25,31 As shown in the preliminary EPR work presented
by Giordanino et al.20 the hydrated Cu-CHA has two negative
peaks at g = 2.09 and at g = 2.14 in full accordance with Gao et
al.32 When performing the dehydration with a dry helium ﬂow
at RT for 14 h the g = 2.14 negative peak shifts to the 2.09
position, and slight hyperﬁne features appear in the low-ﬁeld
part of the spectrum. This is interpreted as the Cu2+ EPR
spectrum coming from two diﬀerent sites in the hydrated
zeolite: (1) An isotropic spectrum from hydrated copper
centers that have enough free movement to rotate or at least to
change the elongation axis freely. (2) An anisotropic spectrum
from copper centers that are restricted, probably due to the
Figure 1. Left: Experimental EPR spectra of Cu-CHA recorded at room temperature. (a) Hydrated (blue), (b) dehydrated ex situ at room
temperature under helium ﬂow (green), and (c) dehydrated at 400 °C ex situ in an O2/He ﬂow (black). Spectrum (c) was simulated (red) using the
spin Hamiltonian given in the main text and the parameters in Table 1. It is shifted on the y-axis to allow for comparison. Right: The low-ﬁeld part of
the experimental and simulated spectrum of Cu-CHA dehydrated at 400 °C is shown in greater detail. The simulation is the sum of the three
diﬀerent species A1 (blue), A2 (dark red), and B (dark green). The positions of the set of four parallel hyperﬁne peaks of the simulated spectrum of
each species are marked.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article
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exchange of a water ligand for a framework oxygen. After the
gentle dehydration the majority of the water present on all
surfaces is gone, and the isotropic copper species loses the
freedom and also becomes anisotropic. 95% of the copper
remains EPR active after this treatment, but reproducibly, 5% of
the EPR signal is lost.
When dehydrating at higher temperatures much of the
intensity is lost. After dehydration at 250 °C the signal intensity
is only 25% of the intensity of the original hydrated sample.
When performing the dehydration at 400 °C in an O2/He ﬂow
the percentage is 33%. At 250 °C removal of water from the
structure is complete according to in situ FT-IR and XAS, and
the results after heating to higher temperatures depend on the
dehydration atmosphere.8 The intensity of the EPR spectrum
of Cu-CHA is plotted as a function of the dehydration
temperature in Figure 2. For comparison, values for Cu-MFI
and Cu-*BEA with similar Si/Al and Cu/Al ratios are plotted in
the same ﬁgure. All the copper zeolite materials follow the same
trend at dehydration temperatures until 200 °C but diﬀer after
activation at higher temperatures. As was also described in ref
20 Cu-*BEA regains much of the intensity by heating to 400
°C, and Cu-MFI also regains more than Cu-CHA. The decrease
in the double integral of the EPR signal after dehydration of Cu
zeolites was also observed by LoJacono et al.,19 Larsen et
al.,17,33 and Soria et al.26 when starting from the hydrated
zeolites. Kucherov et al.34 did not observe such a dramatic
decrease in the intensity when investigating samples which were
carefully pretreated in an oxygen atmosphere at high temper-
atures before the EPR investigation. The increase of the signal
intensity at higher dehydration temperatures was also
previously observed as a slight increase for Cu-MFI19,33 and
as an even more pronounced regain of signal for Cu−Y.13
After ex situ dehydration at 400 °C and helium ﬂush at room
temperature three diﬀerent copper species with well-resolved
EPR spectra became visible for Cu-CHA (see Figure 1). The
individual spectra were simulated using a simple axial spin
Hamiltonian, eq 1, with S = 1/2 and I = 3/235
μ μ= + + +
+ +⊥
H g S B g S B S B A S I
A S I S I
( )
( )
z z x x y y z z
x x y y
B B
(1)
and averaged over a random distribution of crystallites. The
simulated spectrum is the result of simple addition of three
simulated spectra weighted as given in Table 1. The spin
Hamiltonian parameters of the three diﬀerent species are also
given in Table 1. The line width parameters of all three species
are assumed to be equal. After checking the result of a descent
in symmetry in the spin Hamiltonian model, the model was
kept axial in order to avoid overparameterization since the
resolution in the perpendicular part of the spectrum was not
high enough to justify a lower symmetry.
Besides the well-deﬁned crystalline sites that are giving the
sets of parallel peaks in Figure 1 (right), another phase must be
present. An EPR line is shifting all the peaks up in the low-ﬁeld
part of the spectrum and down in the high-ﬁeld part. If the sum
of the simulated spectra is subtracted in every point from the
experimental spectrum, the diﬀerence spectrum is reminiscent
of a broad featureless isotropic Cu2+ EPR spectrum centered at
g = 2.17. It integrates up to about 7% of the intensity of the
original hydrated Cu-CHA and has been denoted site C in
Table 1. The total intensity of the EPR spectrum of this Cu-
CHA sample after dehydration adds up to 33% relative to the
hydrated sample. Since the spectra of the hydrated and
dehydrated samples are all collected at RT, it is not necessary to
take the Boltzmann distribution into account, and the values
given in Table 1 can be translated directly to the amount of
EPR-active Cu2+ species in the sample after dehydration. At
least ﬁve diﬀerent copper species are present in the sample after
dehydration at this temperature according to EPR.
The relative amount of the diﬀerent species is sample and
preparation dependent, and other Cu-CHA samples with other
Si/Al and Cu/Al ratios are expected to give diﬀerent values. For
Cu-MFI and Cu-*BEA diﬀerent amounts of EPR silent Cu
species were observed as well as diﬀerent A- and g-values for
the EPR active Cu species.
In Situ Dehydration and Rehydration. Cu-CHA was
dehydrated in O2/He at 250 °C for 2 h, returned to RT under
the same atmosphere, and then exposed to a pure helium gas
Figure 2. Total intensity of the EPR signal, calculated as a double
integral, of the samples after ex situ dehydration at the given
temperature for Cu-CHA (black stars), Cu-*BEA (red triangles), and
Cu-MFI (blue triangles). The black triangle shows the 14 h room-
temperature dehydration of CHA shown in green in Figure 1 (left).
The EPR intensity is given in % relative to the value for the hydrated
spectrum for each sample. Each point corresponds to one dehydration
experiment. Multiple experiments performed on the same batch of
material are plotted at some temperatures.
Table 1. Speciation of Copper and Spin Hamiltonian
Parameters of Species in One Representative Experiment of
Cu-CHA Dehydrated Ex Situ at 400 °C (See Figure 1,
Right)a
spin Hamiltonian parameters
g|| g⊥ A||
intensity relative to hydrated
spectrum
A1 2.325 2.07 487 MHz 11%
A2 2.358 2.07 464 MHz 10%
B 2.388 2.07 530 MHz 5%
C ∼2.17 ∼2.17 not
resolved
∼7%
EPR
silent
- - - 67%
aA⊥ is not resolved in the spectra and is therefore not well determined;
the value was set to 20 MHz in the simulated spectra. The amount of
the isotropic species C is estimated from the diﬀerence between the
double integral of the simulated and the experimental spectrum. The g-
value is estimated as the zero-crossing of the spectrum obtained by
subtracting the simulated spectrum from the experimental.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article
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(99.95%) stream directly from the ﬂask without the use of a
moisture trap mounted before the EPR cell. The spectrum right
after cooling (still under O2/He) is shown in Figure 3. The
features are the same as in the sample dehydrated in an O2/He
ﬂow ex situ at 400 °C, but the interaction with the
paramagnetic oxygen broadens the features and marginally
shifts the hyperline lines. The total intensity of the EPR
spectrum is 25% of the fully hydrated sample in accordance
with the ex situ experiment at 250 °C but lower than the ex situ
experiment performed at 400 °C (see Figure 2). The ﬂow was
changed to He with the temperature maintained at RT. The
time-resolved spectra during the exposure to the insuﬃciently
dried He gas are shown in the left part of Figure 4. The
negative peak of the EPR spectrum shifts quickly to lower ﬁelds
as was found in the anisotropic part of the hydrated spectrum in
Figure 1. Gradually a broad but still anisotropic spectrum
appears during a period of a few hours, and the double integral
increases. The overall features of the spectrum do not change
after the ﬁrst minutes, and the resulting spectrum is essentially
the same as for dehydration at room temperature (see the green
trace in Figure 1). The spectrum is predominantly anisotropic
which indicates that the establishment of a hydration shell with
full rotational freedom of certain copper sites does not occur
completely under relatively dry ﬂow conditions. The black trace
in the right part of Figure 4 shows the development in the
intensity at RT during exposure to the pure He ﬂow. The
intensity increases continuously and reaches a plateau
corresponding to 87% of the intensity of the original hydrated
spectrum before dehydration. When the sample is allowed to
equilibrate with the atmosphere without a gas ﬂow the original
Figure 3. Comparison of EPR spectra of Cu-CHA after diﬀerent dehydration methods. All spectra are collected at RT. (a) and (c) Are collected
under He atmosphere, and (b) is collected under an O2/He atmosphere. The small peak at g = 2.0 in spectrum (a) was identiﬁed as coming from the
thermocouple which had entered the cavity of the EPR instrument slightly in this particular experiment. The signal is not from the sample. A zoom-
in of the same spectra is shown on the right.
Figure 4. Left: In-situ EPR spectra of Cu-CHA after dehydration at 250 °C in an O2/He ﬂow (black line) and successive spectra during the slow
exposure to trace water at RT. The anisotropic spectrum after 1.5 h is outlined in green, and the ﬁnal spectrum after exposure to moist ambient
conditions without ﬂow for several days is shown in blue. Right: The development with time of the double integral (the intensity) of the EPR spectra
of dehydrated Cu-CHA during controlled exposure to moisture is shown. The black line corresponds to the sample initially dehydrated in an O2/He
ﬂow at 250 °C. The red line shows the corresponding results after dehydration at 250 °C in a pure helium ﬂow.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article
dx.doi.org/10.1021/jp5065616 | J. Phys. Chem. C 2014, 118, 23126−2313823130
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spectrum with both anisotropic and isotropic features and
∼100% intensity is regained after a few days.
The experiment was repeated with dehydration in pure
helium ﬂow at 250 °C for 14 h. The EPR spectrum recorded
right after cooling is given in trace a in Figure 3. The spectrum
after dehydration in He was identical to the spectrum of the
sample dehydrated in an O2/He ﬂow at 400 °C (see Figure 3)
and almost identical to the sample dehydrated in an O2/He
ﬂow at 250 °C (apart from the higher resolution). The intensity
is 25% relative to the fully hydrated starting point. The red
trace in the right part of Figure 4 gives the development in the
intensity at RT during exposure to the untreated He ﬂow. The
initial development in the intensity of the EPR spectrum was
the same as for the sample dehydrated in the O2/He mixture;
this time, however, the total intensity of the spectrum stabilizes
at 38%. After several hours the sample was exposed slowly also
to traces of O2. After this treatment the intensity and the
spectrum converge to the spectrum obtained in the in situ
experiment performed after the O2/He dehydration (green
spectrum in Figure 4, left). The intensity is marked in Figure 4
(right) as a single red dot.
Finally, the ﬂow was stopped, and the sample was exposed to
moist ambient conditions. The signal intensity slowly increased
from 87% to ∼100% after several days, and the spectrum again
became similar to the blue spectrum in Figure 4 regardless of
the dehydration conditions that the sample was exposed to.
EPR signals assignable to an S = 1 multiplet from
magnetically coupled copper dimers were not observed at any
time in either experiment.
A summary of the results is shown in Table 2 where the Cu
sites are grouped according to the EPR response when using
the in situ exposure to traces of water. The majority of the Cu
species that become EPR silent in the O2/He dehydration is
not reduced since the EPR signal may be recovered just by
exposure to trace amounts of H2O. Any deviations in the
copper species present after the two diﬀerent dehydration
treatments are therefore present only in the percentage of the
copper which is EPR silent. This is a very informative result: the
Cu species that are autoreduced after 14 h in the He ﬂow at 250
°C therefore belong exclusively to the percentage of Cu which
is EPR silent after dehydration.
Assignment of Cu Species in Cu-CHA That Are EPR
Active after Dehydration. When the Cu-CHA sample is
dehydrated under in situ ﬂow conditions at 250 °C and cooled
quickly to room temperature (RT) and traces of H2O are
avoided by the use of a moisture trap, only 25% of the copper is
EPR active. The EPR active A1, A2, B, and C sites are
distinguishable as reported in Table 2, and the suggestions for
assignments below are based upon information from the EPR
spectra in combination with other spectroscopic information.
Sites A1 (9%) and A2 (9%) give essentially the same EPR
spectra after the 400 °C ex situ dehydration and after the 250
°C in situ dehydrations (see Figure 3). The amounts of A1 and
A2 integrate up to approximately the same percentage of Cu.
They are assigned to Cu2+ residing in well-deﬁned positions in
the six-membered ring (6mr) sites with two aluminum T-sites.
This is based on the following arguments:
(a) The EPR parameters of both sites correspond to a 4O
tetragonal coordination mode for Cu2+, vide infra.
(b) The quantiﬁcation by EPR and by XRD36 measured on
the same Cu-CHA zeolite exposed to similar dehydration
conditions has the same percentage, ∼20%, of the copper
in the 2Al 6mr sites.
(c) As shown in Figure 3, these sites are not reduced at 250
°C in a helium ﬂow. The EPR spectrum of these sites
only disappears when reducing the sample in a pure
helium ﬂow at 400 °C or higher temperatures (not
shown) or when using a reducing gas. This is in
correspondence with these sites being expected to be less
reducible when H2O is not present.
9
(d) No species with exactly these set of EPR parameters were
found in EPR spectra of dehydrated Cu-MFI and Cu-
*BEA, and these do not possess similar 6mr units.
(e) A plausible explanation can be given for the existence of
two separate Cu2+ sites in a 6mr with 2 Al T-sites, vide
infra.
When investigating dehydrated Cu-CHA by X-ray meth-
ods36−39 the Cu site in the 6mr is consistently found. A 6mr
containing 2 Al T-sites is suﬃcient to charge balance a bare
Cu2+ ion and has been suggested in the literature to be the
preferred site at low Cu loadings.40 The plane of the 6mr sites
provides a distorted tetragonal planar coordination environ-
ment for Cu2+. Cu2+ is likely to induce small distortions since
the framework is ﬂexible to a certain extent, and the oxygen
atoms are further away than what is usually preferred for
Cu2+.39,41 Since the two aluminum atoms counterbalancing the
charge of the Cu2+ ion in the 6mr cannot be adjacent due to
Table 2. Quantiﬁcation and EPR Activity of the Species Present in Cu-CHA after in Situ Dehydration at 250 °C in O2/He and
in Pure Hea
site
dehydrated in
O2/He (2 h)
dehydrated in
He (14 h)
EPR signal after
dehydration
(reason if notb)
EPR signal after trace
H2O exposure
EPR signal after trace
H2O/O2 exposure assignment
number of close
Al per Cu
A1 9% 9% yes yes yes Cu2+ in 6mr 2
A2 9% 9% yes yes yes Cu2+ in 6mr 2
B 4%c 4% yes yes yes 5 coord. Cu2+ 2
C 3%c 3% yes yes yes Cu2+ in noncryst.
2 Al sites
2
D 12%d 13% no (AF coupling) yes yes “reactive CuxOy” 1
E 50%d - no (PJTE) yes yes Cu2+-OH− 1
F - 50% no (diamagnetic) no yes Cu+ 1
G 13% 12% no (AF coupling) no no Cu oxide clusters 0−1
aThe results are determined using the method described in the text. The assignments are tentative based on the arguments described below. The
uncertainties are estimated to be ±2 on the percentages given. bAF = antiferromagnetic, PJTE = pseudo Jahn−Teller eﬀect. cSites B and C cannot be
distinguished in the experiment with O2/He dehydration alone due to lower resolution.
dSites D and E cannot be distinguished in the experiment
with O2/He dehydration alone. The distribution of 50% and 12% is therefore based on the He dehydration experiment as well.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article
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Löwenstein’s rule and because the six T-sites are related by
symmetry, two options are possible (see Chart 1). The two
options correspond to having the two Al tetrahedrons located
diagonally across the 6mr or only separated by one Si
tetrahedron. Without considering the eﬀects of distorting the
framework, it is expected that the sites, where copper binds to
the maximum amount of aluminum-bound oxygens, will be
more stable since these oxygens carry most of the negative
charge. This leads to only one preferred position of Cu2+ for
each of the two Al sitings in the 6mr.41
The two spin Hamiltonian parameters g|| and A|| have been
related to the copper coordination environment in a number of
copper containing proteins and simple coordination com-
pounds.14,15 The values found here for A1 and A2 correspond
well to Cu2+ in a tetragonal planar arrangement with four
oxygen donors. The framework atoms provide a rigid frame,
where the strong T−O bonds and preference of the framework
T-sites to have tetrahedral coordination have priority over the
weaker coordination bonds to copper.42 Since the two sites
have slightly diﬀerent spin Hamiltonian parameters, we can
attempt an assignment to the structures in Chart 1. The
structure to the right in Chart 1 is calculated by DFT to have
three short Cu−O bonds and one which is signiﬁcantly
longer.41 The structure on the left has four short Cu−O bonds.
The unpaired electron on copper is in the dx2−y2 orbital
pointing directly at the ligands (see Figure 5). The negative
charge of oxygen is felt more strongly by the unpaired electron
in A1 than in A2. A more negative coordination environment
will result in a lower g|| and a higher A|| value.
43 A plausible
assignment is therefore that site A1 from the EPR spectrum in
Figure 1 corresponds to the structure pictured on the left in
Chart 1, and site A2 corresponds to the structure pictured on
the right.
Site B (4%): The spin Hamiltonian parameters for site B are
close to the values for hydrated copper zeolites measured at
cryogenic temperatures which are assigned to 5- or 6-
coordinate sites.44,45 Site B is therefore assigned to a very
small amount (<5%) of well-deﬁned copper sites that have
tetragonal 5-coordination (square pyramidal). These are not
immediately identiﬁable in an idealized completely dehydrated
CHA structure, but it might be that some well-deﬁned sites
have scavenged trace water during the measurement at RT
despite using high purity helium and an additional moisture
trap or that a small percentage of well-deﬁned but nonideal
CHA sites are present. The resolution was not high enough to
assess this site in the in situ experiment with O2/He in Figure 3.
Site C (3%) has an unresolved broad EPR spectrum. It is
assigned to isolated Cu2+ in noncrystalline 2 Al sites. These
could be related to the extra-framework aluminum, which is
known to be present in almost all synthesized zeolites8 or near
structural defects in the zeolites.
Assignment of Species in Cu-CHA That Are EPR
Inactive after Dehydration. The EPR quantiﬁcation in Table
2 suggests that we have so far only accounted for 25% of the
copper after the dehydration at 250 °C. Sites D, E, F, and G in
Table 2 are all EPR inactive after the dehydration, but the signal
is regained after diﬀerent treatments. This allows us to
distinguish between the EPR silent species below.
Site D (12%) consists of a relatively small amount of EPR
silent copper that was not reduced during the He treatment but
Chart 1. Possible Cu2+ Sitings in 2 Al 6mr Sites with Two Al
and Four Si T-Sites in CHAa
aOxygens directly bound to aluminum are marked in red. Only the
possibilities with Cu2+ coordinated to the maximum number of
oxygens bound to aluminum are given.
Figure 5. Left: Experimental values from UV−vis20 and a ﬁt to four Gaussian functions. The band positions found are 20 000; 16 600; 13 600 and 10
900 cm−1 and the relative intensities are 1.0:4.0:3.5:1.2 (in the same order). Right: The energy diagram of the d-orbitals for the assignment of the d-d
transitions to two separate tetragonal Cu2+ sites. The energy of dx2−y2 is shifted to 0. It is assumed that each site has approximate degeneracies of the
dzx and dyz orbitals. The resulting separate three-line spectra for A1 and A2 have an accidental overlap giving the observed four bands in the
experimental spectrum. The energies of the d-d transitions (the energy diﬀerences between dx2−y2 and the other four d-orbitals) are listed in Table 3.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article
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easily undergoes hydrolysis and becomes EPR active when the
sample is exposed to traces of water. Verma et al. suggest the
presence of Cu2+−O−Cu2+ dimers in an 8mr with 2 Al in Cu-
CHA activated in oxygen.46 If present, these sites would belong
to site D. Due to antiferromagnetic coupling between the two
Cu2+ centers, Cu2+−O−Cu2+ sites are EPR silent at room
temperature, and Cu2+−O−Cu2+ species in zeolites are known
to be very susceptible to traces of water.3 The same would be
true for other small copper oligomers as well, which is why we
have tentatively named this species as “reactive CuxOy”. After
hydrolysis the bridge is broken, and two Cu2+−OH− monomers
are produced. If exposed to even more water they will become
EPR active like the other Cu2+−OH− species, vide infra. During
the He dehydration at relatively low temperature the bridging
extra-framework oxygen atom is expected to protect the Cu2+
centers toward autoreduction. The material investigated by
Verma et al. has a lower Si/Al ratio of 4.5 and will have a higher
density of Cu sites at comparable Cu/Al ratios compared to the
material investigated here with Si/Al = 14 ± 1. The percentage
of dimers is therefore expected to be lower in the material
investigated in this work.
We tentatively assign site D to consist of Cu2+−O−Cu2+
dimers and other small oligomers that are reactive toward
water: “reactive CuxOy”. We recognize that any Cu
2+−OH−
species that fail to be reduced after 14 h in the He ﬂow would
also be included in this site, and if any EPR Cu2+ in 2 Al sites
are present (such as trigonal bipyramidal Cu2+) they would also
belong to this site. The evidence presented here therefore only
gives an upper limit of 12% of the total amount of Cu
belonging to these species and should not be considered as a
positive identiﬁcation of a “Cu2+−O−Cu2+” site.
Site E (50%): The presence of Cu2+−OH− sites has been
suggested before.13,25,33 Recently spectroscopic evidence of
Cu2+−OH− sites emerged based on an IR band of Cu2+−OH−
at 3657 cm−1.20 DFT calculations36 indicate that Cu2+ is
coordinated to two framework oxygens and one OH− group in
an approximately planar coordination environment. Such a
species is argued to be EPR silent due to the PJTE, vide infra.
After exposure to traces of water at RT in an inert atmosphere
it will again become EPR active: the water molecules can
supplement the coordination shell until, ultimately, a tetragonal
Cu2+ EPR spectrum reappears. We assign site E to be Cu2+−
OH− coordinated to two framework oxygen atoms bound to a
single Al T-site.
Site F: Dehydration in inert gas is known to result in partial
reduction of Cu2+; the so-called “autoreduction”.20 Our results
corroborate this since the EPR spectrum of site F is not
regained after exposure to traces of water. In the O2/He
dehydrated sample, which is known to be reduced only to a
negligible amount,8,20 a much higher percentage of the signal is
regained when exposed to traces of H2O. Thus, the diﬀerence
in EPR intensity between pretreatment in He and in O2/He
(Figure 4, right) is assigned to reduction that has taken place at
250 °C after 14 h in the pure He ﬂow. Therefore, we assign site
F to be Cu+ probably bound to two framework oxygen atoms
from a 1 Al site.36
Site G (13%): The EPR signal of these sites is not regained
even by exposure to traces of both water and oxygen. The
percentage of copper in this site is the same after both
dehydration methods (see Figure 4). Only exposure to ambient
conditions for several days without a ﬂow allows these species
to become EPR active again. The copper in site G is assigned to
noncrystalline polynuclear copper oxide clusters and sub-
nanoparticles present in the material formed when copper is
caught with too few charge-compensating Al centers in the
vicinity during dehydration.47 This species needs a full
hydration ﬁlm and possibly also access to oxygen before it
dissolves and disperses to give EPR active fully hydrated
tetragonal Cu2+ monomers.
Assignment of Bands from A1 and A2 in the UV−vis
Spectrum of Dehydrated Cu-CHA. UV−vis spectroscopy
performed on the same Cu-CHA sample before and after
dehydration at 400 °C in an O2/He atmosphere is reported by
Giordanino et al.20 Four unprecedented sharp bands are
observed in the d−d region of the UV−vis spectrum, which is
reproduced in Figure 5, and a dark blue color is observed for
dehydrated Cu-CHA compared to the pale green color for Cu-
MFI and Cu-*BEA.20 Contributions from the minor sites B and
C are expected to be typical weak and featureless tetragonal
Cu2+ signals. Since they sum up to only ∼7% this contribution
is expected be too modest to identify. As outlined below, the
UV−vis spectrum of the dominant site E is expected to be
severely broadened compared to tetragonal Cu2+ signals at RT
or above. Sites D, F, and G are not expected to give identiﬁable
d−d transitions in this region since they are not assigned to
monomeric Cu2+. This leaves A1 and A2 which, unlike all the
other sites, have very well-deﬁned and stiﬀ coordination
environments provided entirely by framework atoms. Since
the strong covalent bonds of the framework dictate the Cu
coordination environment; it is not possible to maintain an
inversion center in the coordination sphere of Cu in A1 or A2
as is otherwise usually observed for tetragonal Cu2+. Therefore,
the Laporte selection rule is relaxed, and more intense UV−vis
bands than normal are expected for these distorted tetragonal
Cu2+ sites. A Gaussian ﬁt of the four bands (see Figure 5 left)
provides transitions at 20 000, 16 600, 13 600, and 10 900 cm−1.
The relative integrated intensity is 1.0:4.0:3.5:1.2 (in the same
order). The orbital energy diagram for a d9 electron
conﬁguration is shown for an almost tetragonal Cu2+ system
in the right part of Figure 5. Square planar Cu2+ (D4h) is well
characterized in model systems, and a typical pattern of the
absorption spectrum is three bands with energy diﬀerences of
3000 cm−1 and the center band corresponding to transitions to
the E (D4h) level being more intense than the other two.
48 The
lower symmetry of sites A1 and A2, while important for
increasing the intensity, is not expected to split the E (D4h)
level severely: E (D4h) is only split by the dif ference in π-donor
strength along the x compared to the y direction, and similar
ligands are present at comparable distances to Cu. Therefore,
the analogy is maintained to square planar model systems such
as CuCl4
2−, and the assignment is performed analogously.48
The values of the assignment are also in correspondence with
calculated values for tetragonal Cu2+ in a zeolite environment.49
Awaiting a dedicated DFT computational study of the UV−vis
spectrum of these sites, the four UV−vis bands in Figure 5 are
tentatively assigned to the A1 and A2 sites found by EPR, the
four bands resulting from two sets of three bands overlapping.
Using the arguments given under the assignment of the sites
observed in EPR, a more negative and therefore stronger
average ligand ﬁeld was assumed for A1. Therefore, the set of
three bands with higher energies is assigned to A1. The
assignment is summarized in Table 3.
In order to assess whether this assignment of the
experimental UV−vis spectrum is reasonable, ligand ﬁeld
theory parametrized using the angular overlap model (AOM)
was applied.50 Only the 2D multiplet is taken into account in
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article
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the AOM model, but there are still too many parameters in the
model to determine from only three observed bands for each
site. A number of simplifying assumptions about the symmetry
have therefore been made. d orbitals are gerade, and a model
limited to the 2D multiplet cannot detect the loss of the
inversion center. We assume that the angular deviations are
minor and force 90° angles and an inversion center on the
model. The σ-donor and π-donor strength of each of the four
ligands are thus projected upon a planar orthorhombic model
(D2h) giving trans-Cu(L1)2(L2)2 for site A1 and trans-
Cu(L3)2(L4)2 for site A2. Each pair of averaged ligands Ln (n
= 1−4) has a σ-donor parameter, eσ, and π-donor parameter, eπ,
in this model. This ligand model was used to ﬁt the two sets of
experimental values assigned in Table 3 with the Ligﬁeld
computer program by J. Bendix.51,52 The result is the following
sets of AOM parameters
= =
= =
σ π σ
π
− −
− −
e e e
e
A1: (L ) 7500 cm , (L ) 1700 cm , (L )
5700 cm , (L ) 0 cm
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
= =
= =
σ π σ
π
− −
− −
e e e
e
A2: (L ) 5500 cm , (L ) 1500 cm , (L )
5500 cm , (L ) 0 cm
3
1
3
1
4
1
4
1
The parameters are reasonable since oxygen donor ligands
such as water and hydroxide are reported to have eσ = 7900
cm−1 and eπ = 1500 cm
−1.53 The ligands that are further away
from the copper center are expected to have lower σ-donor
strength and much lower π-donor strength. This is corrobo-
rated by the model results. We conclude that the assignment in
Table 3 has resulted in a reasonable set of AOM parameters.
Obviously a substantial error bar is likely present for all band
positions and ﬁtted parameters. It was attempted to correlate
the EPR parameters and the energies obtained from UV−vis
bands in the same way as given in ref 49, but the test of whether
the covalency could be decoupled failed in this case.
In conclusion the AOM model with a series of assumptions
qualitatively agrees to the assignment of the observed four
bands in the UV−vis spectrum to originate as a superposition
of two spectra originating from coordination environments like
the A1 and A2 sites depicted in Chart 1.
Pseudo Jahn−Teller Eﬀect of a Three-Coordinate
Cu2+−OH− Site. Andersen et al.36 suggest based on DFT
calculations that the monomeric three-coordinate Cu2+−OH−
site is related to environments with a single Al framework atom
with an acute angle of ∼80° for O−Cu−O. The O−Cu−OH
angle is calculated to be ∼137° for the most favored Cu2+−
OH− 1 Al site (in the 8mr) and ∼130° for the second most
favored (in the 6mr).54 In order to investigate this Cu2+
coordination environment qualitatively a d-orbital diagram
was calculated using the AOM model. The O−Cu−O angle
was ﬁxed at 80°, and the energies of the 5 d-orbitals were
calculated as a function of the O−Cu−OH angle (see Figure 6)
(Walsh plot). The AOM parameters obtained for the strongest
set of ligands in the 6mr copper species above were used for all
three ligands since they are expected to settle at the shortest
bonds possible with only three ligands available: eσ(L) = 7500
cm−1, eπ(L) = 1700 cm
−1. A hypothetical truly trigonal d9
system with 120° angles will have an electronically degenerate
E (D3h) ground state. The d-orbitals in the plane of the ligands
(dxy and dx2−y2) have the highest energy. Lowering the
symmetry to C2v having one 80° and two 140° angles,
corresponding to the middle position in Figure 6 (bottom), the
electronical degeneracy of the ground state is lifted, but the
energy diﬀerence between dxy and dx2−y2 is only a few hundred
cm−1.
The Jahn−Teller theorem55,56 states that the ground state of
a d9 system cannot be degenerate, and some distortion of the
bonds will take place in order to relieve a degeneracy resulting
from high symmetry. The symmetry of the framework-bound
Cu2+−OH− species is not high enough to invoke the Jahn−
Teller theorem. Even a near-degeneracy of the ground state
inﬂuences the spectroscopic properties, however, and the
PJTE57 has been found to be important for many Kramer’s
systems.23 Cu2+ in a planar three-coordinate coordination
sphere with three similar ligands is an obvious candidate to
have a strong PJTE. A stringent treatment of this particular
geometry for Cu2+ is to our knowledge not found in the
literature and is beyond the scope of this work. The following
discussion will therefore be qualitative. The bonds to the two
framework oxygen donors are rigid, but the hydroxide group
bound to Cu has more freedom to change. The softest
vibration around copper is therefore expected to be the speciﬁc
Table 3. Assignment of Transition Energies of Species A1
and A2 to the Four Lines in the Experimental UV−Vis
Spectrum in the Left Part of Figure 5a
A1 A2
dx2−y2 0 0
dxy 13 600 cm
−1 10 900 cm−1
dzx 16 600 cm
−1 13 600 cm−1
dyz 16 600 cm
−1 13 600 cm−1
dz2 20 000 cm
−1 16 600 cm−1
aThe d orbital diagrams for each site with this assignment are shown in
the right part of Figure 5. dzx and dyz are not expected to be completely
degenerate, but since the energy diﬀerence is not resolved in the
spectrum, they have been assigned the same value.
Figure 6. Top: Planar three-coordination calculated by DFT.36
Bottom: d-orbital energies are plotted as a function of the O−Cu−
OH angle (Walsh diagram) for an angle between 80 and 200°.
Energies of the ﬁve d orbitals are calculated using Ligﬁeld.51 The AOM
parameters of all three oxygen donor ligands are assumed to be eσ =
7500 cm−1 and eπ = 1700 cm
−1. The d orbital with the lowest energy is
shifted to zero. The energies of the d−d transitions in this d9 system
can be obtained from the diagram by calculating the energy diﬀerence
between the d orbital with the highest energy and one of the other
four, compared to the energy scale in Figure 5 (right).
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article
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bend vibration corresponding to the change of the α angle in
Figure 6. The adiabatic potential energy surface (APES)
corresponding to this vibration has two minima: one on each
side of the central 140° angle. The coupling between the
electronic degeneracy (E) and the vibronic degeneracy (e),
E⊗e, can be detrimental for observing electronic transitions,23
the eﬀect being called the E⊗e problem. The microwave
energy absorbed during an EPR transition is dissipated through
spin−lattice vibrations. If the relaxation is almost as fast or
faster than the time scale of EPR (9.5 GHz for X-band EPR),
the excited state will be able to relax before it is detected, and
the EPR spectrum is broadened or not observable at all.24 In
this case the unpaired electron is in a d orbital in the plane of all
the coordinating atoms. A pathway for fast relaxation of the
excited electronic spin state is presumably present for all of the
temperatures tested since: (1) The energy of the half-ﬁlled
orbital is highly inﬂuenced by the position of a group involved
in a soft bend vibration. 2) There is a low-lying excited state
only a few hundred cm−1 away. (3) The coupling is allowed by
symmetry. The relaxation is tentatively suggested to be due to a
Raman (vibration) relaxation process at higher temperatures
and, possibly, a tunneling process at very low temperatures
since the APES is symmetric.56 It was attempted to detect the
signal by collecting an EPR spectrum at 4 K of Cu-CHA
activated in O2/He at 400 °C in an EPR tube, which was
exposed shortly to a mild vacuum at RT and sealed oﬀ. Even
this was not a suﬃciently low temperature to provide a
discernible EPR signal from any of the missing Cu2+ species in
the EPR spectrum. The EPR signal started disappearing at
dehydration conditions below 100 °C for all the measured Cu-
zeolites in this work (see Figure 2), and similar observations
have also been made by vacuum treatment at RT on Cu-MFI.19
The maximum amount of the three-coordinate species depicted
in the top of Figure 6 probably only appears after full
dehydration above 220 °C.8,9 The symmetry arguments made
above are valid for any approximately trigonal species with the
strong donor ligands in the plane. The EPR signal is also
suggested to be broadened or even disappear for a trigonal
bipyramidal or an approximately tetrahedral geometry around
copper obtained as an intermediate in the dehydration process.
It is energetically favored to have all the strong donor ligands in
the equatorial plane around Cu2+ since the SOMO is then
destabilized and the fully occupied orbitals are stabilized.
Hydroxide and the partially negative framework oxygens are
stronger donors than water and will occupy positions in the
plane. As soon as the fourth ligand in the equatorial plane is lost
during dehydration, the EPR spectrum is speculated to also
disappear.
The PJTE is also expected to have an impact on the larger
energy scale of UV−vis transitions. The slope of the energy of
the singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) with respect to
the α angle is large (see Figure 6, bottom). Vibrations changing
this angle will change the energy of all the d−d bands of site E
in the UV−vis spectrum since this orbital is involved in all
transitions from the ground state. Therefore, we suggest that
the unprecedented sharp d−d bands observed in the UV−vis
spectrum cannot originate in site E. Since no other lines are
immediately identiﬁable we suggest that the three-coordinate
Cu2+−OH− sites are in fact not discernible in the spectrum
even though 50% of the copper is suggested to belong to this
site. UV−vis measurements of dehydrated Cu-CHA at
cryogenic temperatures would reveal if vibrations in such a
species can be frozen out. These investigations are still pending.
In conclusion we ﬁnd that only EPR spectra assigned to
tetragonal monomeric Cu2+ are observed. Three-coordinate
Cu2+−OH− coordinated to two framework oxygens, most likely
associated with the environment of a single Al site, is not
expected to be observable at room temperature by EPR
spectroscopy due to the PJTE.
Final Comments. The speciation and tentative assignments
of the copper in the Cu-CHA sample based on the two
dehydration−rehydration experiments are summarized in Table
2 and Figure 7. Peden et al. have earlier proposed two diﬀerent
Cu sites in CHA-zeolites based on two diﬀerent peaks in the
H2-TPR proﬁle,
40 and this is directly corroborated by our
results: Site E is easily autoreduced under our experimental
conditions, whereas A1, A2, B, C, and D require higher
temperatures or a reducing agent. Recent DRIFT measure-
ments under reducing conditions point to the majority of the
easily reducible copper to be situated in the 8mr.9 The
mechanism of the autoreduction is not fully known, and the
EPR investigation is not able to resolve this since the
transformation takes place between two EPR silent species.
Larsen et al. suggest a mechanism involving a simple homolytic
cleavage of the Cu−OH bond giving Cu+ and an OH radical.17
In support of this suggestion we argument that the 2 Al Cu sites
A1 and A2 are suggested not to have this group and are not
reduced at 250 °C in a ﬂow of helium.
The quantiﬁcation of Cu2+ in 2 Al 6mr sites can be compared
with the statistics given in refs 46 and 58. We ﬁnd 18−21% of
the total Cu in 2 Al 6mr sites. Using the Cu/Al ratio of the
sample of 0.44 we obtain a total Cu/Al ratio of Cu in 6mr sites
to be ∼0.09. This is in excellent agreement with the prediction
of the statistical model of 0.09 for a Si/Al ratio of 14.
Cu-MFI loses EPR signal to the same extent as Cu-CHA
under the experimental conditions described here. The
resulting EPR active species are less resolved after dehydration,
and the line pattern is dissimilar to the ones in Cu-CHA. This is
partially due to the much higher number of possible sites with
slightly diﬀerent geometries in a more complicated framework
structure. A comparable speciation of the EPR active sites in
MFI has not been performed yet. Palomino et al.18 report that a
Figure 7. Speciation diagram of Cu-CHA after dehydration at 250 °C
showing the assignment of diﬀerent species discernible by EPR using
the in situ dehydration−rehydration method described in the text. The
results for the EPR active species are largely the same as for the ex situ
dehydration at 400 °C in Table 1, except for the slightly lower total
sum of EPR active species after the 250 °C dehydrations.
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large percentage of EPR signal is lost during dehydration, and a
portion of this is regained when the dehydrated Cu-MFI
sample is exposed to deoxygenated water. Cu-MFI likely has a
larger percentage of the “reactive CuxOy” in the form of Cu
2+−
O−Cu2+ after dehydration in a dry oxygen stream judged by the
prominent 22 700 cm−1 UV−vis line.3 Any copper on isolated
single Al sites is, if present, expected to be similar to the Cu2+−
OH− sites suggested for Cu-CHA here.
Cu-*BEA loses the same amount of EPR signal during
dehydration as the other two Cu zeolites for dehydration
temperatures below 250 °C (see Figure 2). At higher
dehydration temperatures a signiﬁcantly diﬀerent overall EPR
intensity proﬁle is seen. A much larger percentage of the EPR
silent copper becomes EPR active after dehydration at higher
temperatures. We suggest that either the copper is able to
migrate into EPR active sites, which most likely are 2 Al sites,
and thereby eliminate water, or other factors such as internal
structural defects play an important role. For Cu−Y with high
Si/Al ratio almost all of the intensity is reported to come
back,13 and we have preliminary data corroborating this. These
observations clearly indicate that the speciﬁc coordination
environment for copper is dictated by the zeolite structure, and
it is decisive for the reappearance of the EPR signal without
coordination to any adsorbants.
■ CONCLUSIONS
Several characterization techniques have now been used on the
same Cu-CHA material, and some of the most important
ﬁndings of these investigations are the identiﬁcation of the
Cu2+−OH− IR band and the 4-line UV−vis spectrum,20 the
electron density in the 6mr and in the 8mr from XRD and
DFT,36 and the detailed speciation of the sites based on EPR
spectroscopy presented here. This allows for more conﬁdence
in the assignment of the copper sites. The highly symmetric
CHA framework only provides a limited number of copper
sites, and therefore EPR spectroscopy is able to characterize
and quantify them directly (A1, A2, B, and C corresponding to
isolated Cu2+ monomers in diﬀerent tetragonal coordination
environments) or indirectly (D, E, and F corresponding to
“reactive CuxOy”, Cu
2+−OH−, and Cu+ sites) when using the in
situ protocol outlined here. Some ambiguity is still possible in
the assignment of the sites based on the EPR data, but overall
quite restrictive boundaries have been placed on the amount of
each of the diﬀerent species present. The investigation by EPR
is complementary to the other methods used so far: IR, UV−
vis, EXAFS, XRD, etc. The diﬀerent species present have been
investigated even if present in only minor percentages of the
total copper. The experiments are completely reproducible to
within a few % when using the same batch of material.
Ligand ﬁeld analysis of the UV−vis spectrum of the
dehydrated sample is in accordance with the assignment of
the A1 and A2 species to isolated Cu2+ sites in the 6mr
described in a number of publications.37,39 The PJTE is
presented to explain the loss of EPR spectrum by dehydration
of Cu-CHA when only one Al is available per Cu due to the
vibrations of the charge-balancing OH− group coupling to the
electronic degeneracy of Cu2+. It is suggested that it will be
relevant for other Cu zeolites as well if they have too few 2 Al
sites available for the amount of Cu2+ exchanged into the
material. 1 Al sites with two oxygens facing a cavity or a larger
channel in the framework are present in all zeolite materials
with moderate to high Si/Al ratios to some extent. The low
symmetry coordination environment for Cu2+ was put forth by
some authors before to explain the loss of EPR signal, but the
implications of the PJTE for Cu zeolites was not mentioned by
the majority of the workers investigating these materials. The
use of vacuum during dehydration or high temperature
pretreatments, as well as the more complicated zeolite
structures previously investigated, did not allow the detailed
argumentation presented here, which is based on spectroscopi-
cally well-identiﬁed sites in a very simple zeolite structure. As
seen in Table 2 and Figure 7, all the EPR active sites suggested
after dehydration have 2 Al per Cu center, and all the EPR
inactive sites have 1 or less Al per Cu. Therefore, we are
working toward applying careful analysis of the EPR response
of ion-exchanged copper as a complementary experimental tool
to investigate 2 Al sites and the local framework in a range of
zeotypes.
After being left at ambient conditions all investigated copper
zeolites always revert to 100% EPR active fully oxidized and
fully hydrated Cu2+.
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